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Abstract
We explore 6d (1, 0) superconformal field theories with SU(3) and SU(2) gauge symmetries
which cascade after Higgsing to the E-string theory on a single M5 near an E8 wall. Specifically,
we study the 2d N = (0, 4) gauge theories which describe self-dual strings of these 6d theories.
The self-dual strings can be also viewed as instanton string solitons of 6d Yang-Mills theories. We
find the 2d anomaly-free gauge theories for self-dual strings, amending the naive ADHM gauge
theories which are anomalous, and calculate their elliptic genera. While these 2d theories respect
the flavor symmetry of each 6d SCFT only partially, their elliptic genera manifest the symmetry
fully as these functions as BPS index are invariant in strongly coupled IR limit. Our consistent
2d (0, 4) gauge theories also provide new insights on the non-linear sigma models for the instanton
strings, providing novel UV completions of the small instanton singularities. Finally, we construct
new 2d quiver gauge theories for the self-dual strings in 6d E-string theory for multiple M5-branes
probing the E8 wall, and find their fully refined elliptic genera.
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1 Introduction
There are many 6d superconformal field theories (SCFTs) engineered from string theory. The first
examples were the maximally supersymmetric N = (2, 0) SCFTs of ADE types, discovered in [1]
from considering IIB string theory compactified on K3. The AN -type theory governs the low energy
dynamics of parallel and overlapping (N + 1) M5-branes [2]. Vast number of N = (1, 0) SCFTs
were found from F-theory compactified on elliptic Calabi-Yau 3-folds as well as from branes at low
energy [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The classification of 6d (1, 0) SCFTs has been recently explored in
[11, 12, 13, 14].
The tensor branch of each 6d (1, 0) SCFT can be described in terms of tensor multiplets, hyper-
multiplets, and vector multiplets. When there exists a gauge symmetry, the gauge anomaly should
vanish. Each tensor multiplet can have self-dual strings. They are the sources for the 2-form tensor
field B of the tensor multiplet, whose field strength H respects the self-duality H = ∗6H. Their
tensions are proportional to the VEV of a tensor multiplet scalar. One interesting example is the
self-dual strings of the 6d (2, 0) AN SCFT, which can be described by M2-branes connecting any two
M5-branes of (N + 1) M5-branes [2]. They are the so-called ‘M-strings’ which have been studied in
various literatures such as [15, 16, 17, 18]. Another typical example is the self-dual strings of the 6d
(1, 0) SCFT with E8 global symmetry, being induced from M2-branes connecting M5-branes to an E8
boundary wall of M-theory on S1/Z2 [19, 4]. These so-called ‘E-strings’ have been studied in, e.g.,
[20, 21, 22, 23]. We shall often use the terminologies ‘M-string theory’ and ‘E-string theory’ to refer
the (2, 0) AN SCFT and the (1, 0) SCFT with E8 flavor symmetry, respectively.
There are a lot of 6d (1, 0) SCFTs with gauge symmetries. When a gauge group G is semi-simple,
[24, 25] search for all possible gauge theories being free of gauge anomaly. If one considers some
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low-rank simple groups, i.e., G = SU(2) and SU(3), the allowed matter contents are given by
SU(3) : Nf = 0, 6, 12 and SU(2) : Nf = 4, 10. (1.1)
Apart from the minimal SU(3) case with Nf = 0, the above theories are obtained by enhancing M-
string and E-string theories with gauge symmetries and extra matters. One can consult [25, 13] for
further possible enhancements of M-string and E-string theories found from F-theory construction. In
this paper, we shall focus on the following sequences of 6d SCFTs:
(SU(3), Nf = 6) → (SU(2), Nf = 4) → (M-string theory), (1.2)
(SU(3), Nf = 12) → (SU(2), Nf = 10) → (E-string theory), (1.3)
which are connected by Higgs mechanism. Our main interest in this work is to study the physics of
self-dual strings in these theories by constructing their 2d gauge theory description. For each sequence
of 6d SCFTs, we shall find a class of 2d gauge theories which provides a uniform description of self-dual
strings. “Decorations” of the basic 6d SCFTs and self-dual strings, such as M-strings and E-strings,
by 6d gauge symmetries and matters are important to fully understand the recent classification [13]
better. And also, we shall discover new gauge theory description of E-strings themselves, which will
exhibit some strong coupling properties of these strings more transparently than [26].
Recall that E-string theory is engineered from M5-branes probing an E8 wall, which is also called
M9-brane. The M9-brane worldvolume has 4 transverse directions to M5-branes, rotated by the SO(4)
symmetry which can be decomposed into SU(2)L×SU(2)R. While all SU(2)L charged states decouple
from E-string theory on a single M5-brane, the SU(2)L refinement turns out crucial in case of multiple
M5-branes. Our new description of E-strings fully realizes both SU(2)L and SU(2)R in contrast to
[26] which only see SU(2)D ⊂ SU(2)L×SU(2)R, enabling us to study the refined spectrum of multiple
M5-branes probing an M9-brane in Section 4.
Let us explain a useful bottom-up approach for finding the 2d gauge theories for self-dual strings.
When a 6d SCFT has a gauge symmetry, the equation of motion for B is given by [27, 28]
d ∗H = dH = √c tr(F ∧ F ), (1.4)
where F is the field strength of a gauge field, and c is a positive constant which depends on a theory [28].
Self-dual strings are therefore regarded as instanton soliton strings in effective Yang-Mills description
of 6d SCFTs in the tensor branch. These strings carry nonzero integer charges of
k =
1
8pi2
∫
d4x tr (F ∧ F ) ∈ Z. (1.5)
We shall consider self-dual instantons with k > 0 in this paper.
This integral is taken over the R4 space transverse to the string worldsheet. If one applies the
moduli space approximation to describe the low energy excitations on these strings, the dynamics
of self-dual strings are described by non-linear sigma models, whose target space is given by the
instanton moduli space M. The space M has singular locus at which the instanton size shrinks to
zero. This small instanton singularity reflects the UV incompleteness of the 6d effective Yang-Mills
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theory. Although it is difficult to deal with the singular target space, the ADHM construction [29]
often tells us the sensible UV completions of the non-linear sigma models. With the guidance from the
ADHM construction, one may obtain 2d N = (0, 4) ADHM gauge theories which are weakly coupled
in the UV regime. The instanton moduli spaceM reappears in the Higgs branch of the ADHM gauge
theory [30] away from the points where the instanton scale becomes zero.
One main problem that we discuss in Section 2 is that the ADHM construction sometimes leads us
to 2d gauge theories that suffer from gauge anomaly. While there is no such issue for self-dual strings
in the sequence to M-strings (1.2), this happens when we consider 6d SCFTs in the Higgsing chain
(1.3) to E-string theory. We find anomaly-free gauge theories by suitably modifying the naive ADHM
gauge theories, which include the same 6d instanton zero modes. These anomaly-free theories have
the desired non-linear sigma models on M away from the small instanton singularity, but provide a
UV completion at the singularity. One important feature is that some global symmetries which we
expect on the self-dual strings are partly broken in these gauge theories. Namely, the 6d symmetries
G = SU(3) : SU(12), G = SU(2) : SO(20), E-string theory : E8, (1.6)
are sometimes partially present in the 2d gauge theories. The elliptic genera of these consistent 2d
theories capture the BPS excitations on self-dual strings and remain valid in the strong coupling low
energy limit where the 6d global symmetries should get manifest. The calculation of the elliptic genera
and showing the global symmetry enhancement in the index functions are done in Sections 3 and 4.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we construct 2d anomaly-free gauge theories
for self-dual strings in 6d SCFTs listed at (1.2) and (1.3). We check that they show the IR symmetry
enhancements by computing the gauge theory elliptic genera in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to
study E-string theories with higher dimensional tensor branches, i.e. for multiple M5-branes probing
an M9-brane. We obtain the fully flavored spectrum which refines the result of [26]. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.
2 Gauge theories on self-dual strings
In this section, we construct the anomaly-free (0, 4) gauge theories for k self-dual strings in the following
sequences of 6d gauge theories:
(SU(3), Nf = 6) → (SU(2), Nf = 4) → (M-string theory), (2.1)
(SU(3), Nf = 12) → (SU(2), Nf = 10) → (E-string theory). (2.2)
It is tightly related to finding a suitable UV completion of the non-linear sigma model with the singular
target space. As this procedure has not been clearly understood, we shall refer to the string theory
realization of 6d SCFTs and self-dual strings as our guide for a possible UV completion.
The Higgsable theories in (2.1) are readily realized in type IIA string theory. Suppose that there
existN overlapping D6-branes along the 0123456 directions. Two parallel NS5-branes along the 012345
directions are located on these D6 branes and separated in the 6 direction. There are k overlapping
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D2-branes along the 016 directions connecting two NS5-branes. These branes are mutually BPS and
so preserve some supersymmetry. Figure 1 shows the brane set-up.
N D6 N D6NS5 NS5
k D2’s
N D6
(a)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NS5 • • • • • • − − − −
D6 • • • • • • • − − −
D2 • • − − − − • − − −
(b)
Figure 1: IIA brane system for 6d SU(N) theory Higgsable to M-string theory
The 7d U(N) SUSY gauge theory on N D6-branes implies that the low energy physics between two
NS5-branes is described by the 6d (1, 0) SU(N) gauge theory with 2N fundamental hypermultiplets,
which is coupled to the tensor multiplet from the relative motion of two NS5-branes. The reduction
mechanism of the 6d gauge group from U(N) to SU(N) is explained in [31, 27, 9]. The 6d U(1) gauge
symmetry with charged matters was anomalous, as only hypermultiplets could contribute to the U(1)
gauge anomaly. One can however obtain a sensible theory through the ‘linear hypermultiplet’ having
four scalars ξ1,2,3 and θ , which correspond to the position coordinates of NS5-branes along 789 and
M-circle directions. The ξ1,2,3 appear as parameters in the D-term and the θ appears as θ trF 3. The
kinetic terms for linear hypermultiplet scalars are given by [31]
(∂µξ
A)2 + (∂µθ −Aµ)2 (2.3)
where the U(1) gauge invariance requires θ to transform as θ → θ +  under Aµ → Aµ + ∂µ. This
shows that the U(1) gauge field is massive and the U(1) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken.
The low energy physics is therefore governed by the SU(N) gauge theory with 2N fundamental
hypermultiplets. This 6d theory is anomaly-free.
Instanton strings of the 6d SU(N) gauge theory are also self-dual strings of the tensor multiplet.
These self-dual strings are realized as k D2-brane segments connecting two NS5-branes, lying along
the 016 directions and on top of the N D6-branes. The separation of two NS5-brane is taken to be very
short, so the worldvolume theory of k D2-branes becomes effectively given by the 2d supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory. The D6- and NS5-branes preserve SO(5, 1)012345 × SO(3)789 global symmetry,
which is further decomposed to SO(1, 1)01 × SO(4)2345 × SO(3)789 = SO(1, 1) × SU(2)l × SU(2)r ×
SU(2)R due to the presence of D2-branes. Here SU(2)R = SO(3)789 is the R-symmetry of 6d (1, 0)
SUSY. We now examine the preserved supercharges in this system. Let us denote the doublet indices
of (SU(2)l, SU(2)r, SU(2)R) symmetry by (α, α˙, A). 32 supercharges of type IIA string theory are
decomposed into QαA±± and Qα˙A±±, in which the two ± subscripts denote eigenvalues of Γ01 and Γ6
respectively. Introduction of D2, D6, NS5-branes imposes the SUSY projectors Γ016, Γ0123456, Γ012345,
so that 4 supercharges Qα˙A−+ are preserved. Since Qα˙A−+ have a definite 2d chirality, they form the
N = (0, 4) SUSY whose R-symmetry corresponds to SU(2)r × SU(2)R = SO(4). We summarize the
field contents of 2d (0, 4) gauge theory in Figure 2, which are determined from massless modes of open
strings connecting D2-D2 and D2-D6. These match with the ADHM construction. In (0, 4) quiver
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diagrams, we draw a solid line to represent a (0, 4) hypermultiplet (either twisted or untwisted) and
a dashed line to represent a (0, 4) Fermi multiplet.
U(N)
U(k) U(Nf )
adj
Nf = 2N
(a)
Field Type U(k) U(N) U(Nf )
(Aµ, λ
Aα˙) vector adj − −
(aαβ˙, χ
A
α ) hyper adj − −
(qα˙, ψ
A) hyper k N −
(Ξl) Fermi k − Nf
(b)
Figure 2: UV gauge theory on SU(N) self-dual strings in the M-string Higgsing chain
We make a few comments on the ADHM gauge theory. First, the ADHM gauge theory is originally
intended for the U(N) instantons instead of SU(N). It involves extra degrees of freedom, regularizing
singular U(1) instantons [32]. Second, N = (0, 4) chiral SUSYs are preserved so that one should check
if the ADHM gauge theory is sensible by looking at a gauge anomaly. In the (0, 4) SUSY, fermions are
right-moving if they are in hypermultiplets, and left-moving if they are in vector or Fermi multiplets.
Using the normalization trfnd (T
aT b) = 12δ
ab, the gauge anomaly is proportional to
−4× k + 4× k + 2N × 12 −Nf × 12 (2.4)
which vanishes at Nf = 2N . We also need to consider a mixed anomaly between gauge and global
symmetries. Let us denote the Abelian generators of U(1)G ⊂ U(N), U(1)F ⊂ U(Nf ), and U(1) ⊂
U(k) by G, F , and TU(1). Gauge-global mixed anomalies are given as follows.
Tr (γ3 TU(1) F ) = Nf
Tr (γ3 TU(1)G) = −2N.
These imply that the 2d quantum theory at Nf = 2N preserves the U(1) combination F + G of
U(1)G × U(1)F only. Third, there exists the fake U(1) symmetry generated by TU(1) + F +G, which
rotates no fields in the theory.
In the above brane set-up, the Higgs mechanism can be regarded as a process of decreasing the
number of D6-branes. If N reaches to be 1, the 6d SCFT no longer has a gauge symmetry. The M-
theory uplift of the brane configuration is simply two M5-branes supported at the origin of Taub-NUT.
In this case, the ADHM gauge theory turns out to be the (0, 4) gauge theory description for M-strings
introduced in [18]. A further Higgsing removes the last D6-brane, leaving k D2-branes suspended
between two NS5-branes. It is also uplifted to M-theory as a pair of parallel M5-branes. The SUSY
gauge theory on D2-branes then becomes 2d (4, 4) U(k) gauge theory again describing M-strings. In
order to study the spectrum of M-string theory, we prefer the (0, 4) description to the (4, 4) description.
It is because only the first one realizes the SO(4) global symmetry of M-string theory, which rotates
4 transverse directions to M5-branes. Let us decompose it into SO(4) = SU(2)L × SU(2)R. At
N = 1, SU(2)R appears as a part of (0, 4) R-symmetry, and also SU(2)L appears as a SU(Nf )
global symmetry. At N = 0, only SU(2)D ⊂ SU(2)L × SU(2)R is realized as a subgroup of SO(4)
R-symmetry in (0, 4) SUSY.
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We now move to the Higgsing sequence (2.2) to the E-string theory. The 6d SU(3) and SU(2)
SCFTs in (2.2) have 6 more fundamental hypermultiplets than those 6d SCFTs in (2.1). As a 6d
fundamental hypermultiplet induces a (0, 4) Fermi multiplet in the 2d ADHM construction, one may
naively attempt to describe k self-dual strings by adding 6 more Fermi multiplets to Figure 2. However,
this trial immediately fails because a gauge anomaly vanishes only if Nf = 2N . Instead, we make the
following observations:
• SU(3) fundamental hypermultiplets are not distinguishable from Anti (3¯ ⊗ 3¯) hypermultiplets.
They induce the same instanton zero mode. Nevertheless, they supply different degrees of
freedom which are supported at the small instanton singularity in the instanton moduli space.
• SU(2) antisymmetric hypermultiplets decouple from the rest of perturbative dynamics. However,
inclusion of antisymmetric hypermultiplets changes the way of resolving the singularity in the
instanton moduli space, by providing extra degrees of freedom supported at the singular locus.
Here we take first the empirical approach in order to find a sensible UV completion of the 2d system.
Introduction of a single 6d SU(N) antisymmetric hypermultiplet supplies a single set of the following
2d (0, 4) supermultiplets [33]:
Field Type U(k) SU(N) U(Nf )
(ϕA,Φ
α˙) twisted hyper sym − −
(Ψα) Fermi anti − −
(ψ) Fermi k N −
These additional fields also contribute to a gauge anomaly. If one denotes the number of 6d antisym-
metric matter by Na, there would be Na copies of additional matter contributions to the anomaly.
The total amount of 2d U(k) gauge anomaly turns out to be proportional to
−4× k + 4× k + 2N × 12 −Nf × 12 + 2Na × (k + 2)− 2Na × (k − 2)−NNa × 12 , (2.5)
where each contribution is arranged in order that each multiplet has appeared before. This anomaly
cancels if and only if Nf = (2−Na)N + 8Na. The case Na = 0 with Nf = 2N was already explained.
The case Na = 1 with Nf = N + 8 is being discussed from here on.
It is well-known now that there exist the 6d SCFTs with a SU(N) gauge group with (N + 8)
fundamental hypermultiplets and 1 antisymmetric hypermultiplet coupled with a tensor multiplet
[13, 14]. Our 2d anomaly condition on k self-dual strings of the 6d gauge theories leads to the
same consistency condition, boosting the validity of our empirical analysis. What is particular about
N = 2, 3 compared with N ≥ 4 is that an antisymmetric representation is either trivial or equivalent to
a fundamental representation. As a 6d gauge theory, it is not a priori obvious whether (N,Na, Nf ) =
(3, 1, 11) is better than (3, 0, 12). Study on 2d self-dual strings implies that the correct description is
(3, 1, 11). Similar consideration applies to (N,Na, Nf ) = (2, 1, 10). This situation resembles the 5d
SCFTs which have the SU(2) gauge symmetry. Recall that inclusion of a 5d SU(2) antisymmetric
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hypermultiplet, which decoupled in the perturbative gauge theory, was crucial for the correct UV
completion of instanton quantum mechanics [34].
This class (N,Na, Nf ) = (N, 1, N + 8) of 6d SCFTs can be realized as the IIA brane system [9].
Consider the brane set-up in type I′ string theory shown in Figure 3. There are a stack of 8 D8-branes
on top of an O8− plane. N semi-infinite D6-branes are extended from the O8− plane along the 6
direction. There exist a half NS5-brane stuck at the intersection of the O8− plane and D6-branes,
and also a single NS5-brane on D6-branes separated from the O8− plane. This brane set-up satisfies
the requirement of D6-brane charge conservation. One can introduce k D2-branes connecting two
NS5-branes along the 016 directions. This brane set-up preserves the symmetry SO(1, 1)× SU(2)l ×
SU(2)r×SU(2)R ⊂ SO(5, 1)012345×SO(3)789, which is identical to the symmetry of the brane system
in Figure 1.
If N D6-branes are stretched between two NS5-branes that are very close to each other, the
worldvolume dynamics on the D6-brane segments is described by a 6d SU(N) gauge theory with
matter multiplets induced from open strings. When open strings connect N D6-brane segments to N
semi-infinite D6-branes or D8-branes, they bring fundamental hypermultiplets to the 6d SU(N) gauge
theory. When open strings are stretched between N finite D6-branes and their mirror images across
the O8−, they induce an antisymmetric hypermultiplet to the 6d SU(N) gauge theory. Adding up,
the matter contents of the SU(N) gauge theory are Na = 1 and Nf = N + 8.
N D6’s N D6’sNS5
NS5
O8 + 8 D8’s
k D2’s
(a)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NS5 • • • • • • − − − −
D6 • • • • • • • − − −
O8-D8 • • • • • • − • • •
D2 • • − − − − • − − −
(b)
Figure 3: IIA brane system for 6d SU(N) theory Higgsable to E-string theory
Let us explain the 2d gauge theory description for k self-dual strings. Self-dual strings are realized
as k D2-branes connecting a half NS5-brane and an NS5-brane, appearing as BPS instantons on top
of the D6-brane segments. Among 32 supercharges that are decomposed into QαA±± and Qα˙A±±, only 4
supercharges Qα˙A−+ remain unbroken because the D2, D6, NS5, D8-branes give rise to the following
SUSY projectors: Γ016, Γ0123456, Γ012345, Γ012345789Γ11 ∼ Γ6. These SUSYs are all right-movers,
formulating N = (0, 4) SUSY on the string worldsheet. The worldsheet dynamics of self-dual strings
is described by 2d U(k) gauge theory, whose matter contents come from massless modes of open strings
connecting k D2-branes to themselves or other neighboring branes. We summarize the field contents
in Figure 4.
Although this 2d gauge theory has no gauge anomaly, one still needs to care about possible mixed
anomalies between gauge and global symmetries. There are three U(1) global symmetries which do not
change the Lagrangian explained later in this section. Let us denote the generators of U(1) ⊂ U(k),
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U(N)
U(k)
adj symm anti
Nf = N + 8
U(Nf )
(a)
Field Type U(k) U(N) U(Nf ) U(1)A
(Aµ, λ
α˙A) vector adj − − 0
(aαβ˙, χ
A
α ) hyper adj − − 0
(qα˙, ψ
A) hyper k N − 0
(Ξl) Fermi k − Nf 0
(ϕA,Φ
α˙) twisted hyper sym − − +1
(Ψα) Fermi anti − − +1
(ψ) Fermi k N − +1
(b)
Figure 4: UV gauge theory on SU(N) self-dual strings in the E-string Higgsing chain
U(1)F ⊂ U(Nf ), U(1)A, U(1)G ⊂ U(N) by TU(1), F , A, and G, respectively. Mixed anomalies are
given by
Tr (γ3 TU(1) F ) = Nf
Tr (γ3 TU(1)A) = 4−N (2.6)
Tr (γ3 TU(1)G) = −3N,
locking an U(1) global symmetry to other two U(1)’s in the quantum dynamics. We also comment
that there exists the fictitious U(1) symmetry which does not rotate any fields, generated by TU(1) +
G+ F − 2A.
The N = 1 case is worthy of our attention. This brane system can be uplifted into the heterotic
M-theory, as an M5-brane probing an M9-brane intersecting Taub-NUT. Since the corresponding 6d
SCFT is the E-string theory, the 2d gauge theory describes the worldsheet dynamics of E-strings.
Compared to the O(k) gauge theory description of E-strings [23], the above construction is superior
in a sense that it realizes the full SO(4) = SU(2)L × SU(2)R global symmetry of E-string theory.
While the O(k) gauge theory only sees the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)L×SU(2)R, both SU(2)R and
SU(2)L appear in the U(k) description as a part of (0, 4) R-symmetry and the U(1)F global symmetry.
Both descriptions are equally useful when one studies the E-string theory for a single M5-brane near
M9-brane, because the BPS spectrum does not include SU(2)L charged states. However, the U(k)
description is more beneficial if one studies E-string theory with many tensor multiplets arising from
multiple M5-branes near the M9-brane. Without the SU(2)L refinement, for example the elliptic
genus can count only a fraction of BPS states which factorizes into disjoint E-string theories with 1
tensor multiplet [26]. In Section 4, we shall study the SU(2)L flavored spectrum of E-string theory on
many M5-branes, refining the result of [26].
Now we study the Lagrangian of 2d gauge theories in Figure 4. As there exists no simple formalism
which exhibits (0, 4) SUSY by construction, to the best of our knowledge, we utilize the (0, 2) superfield
formalism with the choice of 2 SUSY generators, Q = Q1˙2−+ and Q† = Q2˙1−+. We follow the notation of
[35] in the usage of the (0, 2) superfield formalism. After specifying the Lagrangian, we shall content
ourselves with observation of the SO(4) R-symmetry, instead of verifying its (0, 4) SUSY invariance.
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All (0, 4) supermultiplets in our gauge theory are decomposed into (0, 2) multiplets as follows.
vector (Aµ, λ
α˙A) −→ vector V (Aµ, λ1˙2, λ2˙1) + Fermi Λ (λ1˙1, λ2˙2)
hyper (aαβ˙, χ
A
α ) −→ chiral Bα (aα1˙, χ2α) + chiral B˜†α (aα2˙, χ1α)
hyper (qα˙, ψ
A) −→ chiral q (q1˙, ψ2) + chiral q˜† (q2˙, ψ1)
twisted hyper (ϕA,Φ
α˙) −→ chiral ϕ (ϕ1,Φ2˙) + chiral ϕ˜† (ϕ2,Φ1˙)
Fermi (Ξl), (Ψα), (ψ) −→ Fermi (Ξl), (Ψα), (ψ) .
In the (0, 2) formalism, the Lagrangian of the system can be completely determined from potentials
(Eν , Jν) assigned for each (0, 2) Fermi multiplet ν. All E and J ’s are holomorphic functions of (0, 2)
chiral multiplets, in which the (0, 2) SUSY invariance requires∑
ν∈Fermi
Eν · Jν = 0. (2.7)
The enhanced (0, 4) SUSY must be reflected in the way one writes E, J ’s. For example, the EΛ, JΛ
functions for the (0, 2) Fermi multiplet Λ in the (0, 4) vector multiplet are constrained as [36]
JΛ =
√
2[Bα, B˜
α] +
√
2qq˜ EΛ = 2
√
2ϕϕ˜. (2.8)
These EΛ, JΛ should be accompanied by E, J functions for other Fermi fields to meet the condition
(2.7). We turn on the following non-zero E, J ’s for other Fermi fields:
JΨ1 = 2
√
2[ϕ˜B˜α]anti EΨ1 = 2
√
2[Bαϕ]anti
JΨ†2 = 2
√
2[B˜αϕ]anti EΨ†2 = −2
√
2[ϕ˜Bα]anti (2.9)
Jψ = 2(ϕ˜q)
T Eψ = −2(q˜ϕ)T ,
where [M ]anti denotes matrix antisymmetrization, i.e., [M ]anti =
1
2(M −MT ). We find that these E,
J ’s satisfy the (0, 2) SUSY invariance condition∑
ν∈Fermi
Eν · Jν = tr
[
−4(ϕ˜B˜α)(Bαϕ)T + 4(B˜αϕ)(ϕ˜Bα)T
]
= 0 (2.10)
using ϕ = ϕT . The D-term potential is given by
D = qq† − q˜†q˜ + [Bα, B†α] + [B˜α, B˜†α] + 2ϕϕ† − 2ϕ˜†ϕ˜. (2.11)
Combining all E, J ’s and D, one obtains the bosonic potential V = 12D
2 +
∑
ν(|Eν |2 + |Jν |2),
V = 12
(
qα˙(σ
m)α˙β˙(q
†)β˙ + (σm)α˙β˙[aαα˙, (a
†)αβ˙]
)2
+ 2
(
ϕA(σ
m)AB(ϕ
†)B
)2
(2.12)
+ 2|(q†)α˙ϕA|2 + 2|aαβ˙ϕA − ϕAaTαβ˙|2 + 2|ϕ
†
Aaαβ˙ − aTαβ˙ϕ
†
A|2.
This is manifestly invariant under an SO(4) R-symmetry transformation of (0, 4) SUSY.
One can examine the classical Higgs branch from the bosonic potential V . The first term in the
potential V imposes the following ADHM constraint
qα˙(σ
m)α˙β˙(q
†)β˙ + (σm)α˙β˙[aαα˙, (a
†)αβ˙] = 0 (2.13)
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on the Higgs branch. We claim that the Higgs branch is actually given by an instanton moduli space.
If we are away from the small instanton singularity, all ϕA fluctuations become massive due to the third
term 2|(q†)α˙ϕA|2 in the potential V . Even at the small instanton singularity, the term proportional
to (|ϕ|2 + |ϕ˜|2)2 which comes from the second term in V suppresses a development of the ϕA moduli
space, although ϕ, ϕ˜ are massless there. Therefore, ϕA is simply a localized degree of freedom at the
small instanton singularity.
We can deform this theory by turning on the FI parameter ξA which forms an SU(2)R triplet.
This ξA originates from the linear hypermultiplet of 6d U(N) gauge theory, whose VEVs appear as
background parameters in the 2d gauge theory. The 6d theory has the following D-term equations
ξC 1N ≡ ξ
1 + iξ2√
2
1N = 2
√
2ΦΦ˜, ξR 1N ≡ ξ3 1N = 2ΦΦ† − 2Φ˜†Φ˜ (2.14)
where the 6d antisymmetric hypermultiplet is denoted as the SU(2)R doublet (Φ, Φ˜
†). They can
appear in the 2d gauge theory as background multiplets. In fact, the FI deformation of the 2d gauge
theory modifies the holomorphic potentials and D-terms as follows.
Jψ = 2(ϕ˜q)
T + 2Φ˜q˜, Eψ = −2(q˜ϕ)T + 2qΦ, EΛ = 2
√
2ϕϕ˜− ξC1k, D → D − ξR1k. (2.15)
The SUSY invariance condition (2.7) still holds, i.e.,∑
ν∈Fermi
Eν · Jν = tr
[
4(ϕ˜q)T qΦ− 4(q˜ϕ)T Φ˜q˜
]
= 0. (2.16)
using Φ = −ΦT . The bosonic potential V is also modified as
V = 12
(
qα˙(σ
i)α˙β˙(q
†)β˙ + (σi)α˙β˙[aαα˙, (a
†)αβ˙]
)2
+ 12
(
2ϕA(σ
m)AB(ϕ
†)B − ξm
)2
(2.17)
+ 2|(q†)α˙ϕA − ΦA(qT )α˙|2 + 2|aαβ˙ϕA − ϕAaTαβ˙|2 + 2|ϕ
†
Aaαβ˙ − aTαβ˙ϕ
†
A|.
The Higgs branch may change due to the FI deformation. Let us denote an energy scale by µ and a
2d gauge coupling by g. If the FI deformation is large enough, i.e., |ξ|  µ · g−1, some ϕA fluctuations
become very heavy so that ϕA localizes to its classical value, which is proportional to
√|ξ|1k. It causes
some matrix components of the U(k) gauge field to obtain large masses. We find that O(k) ⊂ U(k)
components of the gauge field remain to be massless, yielding an O(k) gauge theory in the infrared
regime. As the FI deformation creates a non-zero VEV of 6d antisymmetric hypermultiplet (Φ, Φ˜†), it
also induces a spontaneous breaking of 6d SU(N) gauge symmetry to Sp(N2 ) for even N and Sp(
N−1
2 )
for odd N . The Higgs branch thus becomes an instanton moduli space of 6d Sp-type gauge theory.
For example, one obtains by the FI deformation the O(k) gauge theories drawn in Figure 5 which
alternatively describe SU(2) self-dual strings and E-strings.
There also exists another FI deformation which is only compatible with (0, 2) SUSY. It is done by
D → D − ξR1k. (2.18)
keeping E, J ’s in (2.9) unchanged. We examine the corresponding Higgs branch for the k = 1 case.
The deformed moduli space is determined by the following set of equations
qq˜ = 0, ϕϕ˜ = 0, ϕ˜q = 0, q˜ϕ = 0, qq† − q˜†q˜ + 2ϕϕ† − 2ϕ˜†ϕ˜ = ξR. (2.19)
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Figure 5: UV gauge theory obtained via the FI deformation of Figure 4
Depending on the sign of ξR, the extra branch of moduli space
q˜ = 0, ϕ˜ = 0, qq† + 2ϕϕ† = +ξR if ξR > 0 (2.20)
q = 0, ϕ = 0, q˜†q˜ + 2ϕ˜†ϕ = −ξR if ξR < 0 (2.21)
can be developed as a novel resolution of the small instanton singularity. It is the weighted projective
space WCPN1,1,··· ,1,2. This compact branch resolves the degrees of freedom localized at the small
instanton singularity, intersecting with the usual instanton moduli space for nonzero q and q˜.
3 IR dynamics and symmetry enhancement
It is noticable that the worldsheet gauge theories often do not exhibit the full symmetries of self-
dual strings. We especially focus on 6d SCFTs in the Higgsing sequence (2.2) to E-string theory.
One expects on self-dual strings some global symmetries, i.e., SU(12) for G = SU(3), SO(20) for G =
SU(2), and E8 for E-string theory. However, the UV gauge theory in Figure 4 displays U(11)×U(1)A,
U(10)×U(1)A, U(9)×U(1)A for each case, where U(1)F ⊂ U(Nf ) and U(1)A are locked to one another.
It is thus important to observe the IR global symmetry, which we shall study through the elliptic genera
of gauge theories.
Consider the 2d gauge theory on a torus T 2 with a complex structure τ . The elliptic genus is
defined by picking up (0, 2) supercharges, Q ≡ Q1˙2− and Q† ≡ Q2˙1− , as follows.
Zk = TrRR
(−1)F qHL q¯HRe2pii1(J1+JR)e2pii2(J2+JR)e2piiMA Nf∏
l=1
e2piimlFl
N∏
i=1
e2piiaiGi
 . (3.1)
Let us explain the Cartan generators and chemical potentials used in (3.1). The complex structure τ
appears in (3.1) through q ≡ e2piiτ . J1 and J2 are Cartans of SO(4)2345 rotation, each of which rotates
a different 2-plane. 1,2 are chemical potentials for the SO(4)2345 angular momentum. SO(4)2345
can be decomposed into SU(2)l × SU(2)r whose Cartan generators are denoted as Jl and Jr. We
sometimes replace 1,2 by ± ≡ 1±22 satisfying 1J1 + 2J2 = 2−Jl + 2+Jr. JR is the Cartan
generator of SO(3)789 rotation which corresponds to SU(2)R R-symmetry of 6d N = (1, 0) SUSY.
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For the global symmetry U(Nf )×U(1)A ×U(N), we introduce {ml,M, ai} and {Fl, A,Gi} to denote
associated chemical potentials and Cartan generators. As all generators commute with Q, Q†, and
HR = {Q,Q†}, the elliptic genus Zk is independent of q¯.
The above chemical potentials are not all independent. One of three global U(1) symmetries is
locked to other U(1)’s, so that there remain two U(1) combinations which are free of mixed anomalies
with a gauge U(1) ⊂ U(k). Namely, (2.6) is translated to the following relation among the U(1)
chemical potentials:
(4−N)M +Nf m− 3N a = 0, (3.2)
where m and a are the U(1)F ⊂ U(Nf ) and U(1)G ⊂ U(N) chemical potentials, defined as
ml = m˜l +m where
∑Nf
l=1 m˜l = 0 (3.3)
al = a˜l + a where
∑N
i=1 a˜i = 0.
We shall also utilize the fictitious U(1) symmetry to impose SU(N) traceless condition, a = 0.
The elliptic genus of N = (0, 2) gauge theory was studied in [37, 35]. Beginning from the path inte-
gral representation, [37, 35] developed the general expression of elliptic genera via SUSY localization.
We shall apply the result of [37, 35] below. One first needs to identify compact zero modes, which
comes from the flat connections on T 2. By examining all commuting pairs of U(k) group elements,
we find that they take the form of
At = diag (eiu
t
1 , eiu
t
2 , · · · , eiutk) , As = diag (eius1 , eius2 , · · · , eiusk). (3.4)
where the superscripts t and s mean temporal and spatial components of the gauge field. The compact
zero modes are Wilson lines of the gauge field, written as
φi = u
t
i + τu
s
i (i = 1, · · · , k). (3.5)
Next we integrate over massive fluctuations, holding zero modes fixed. It results in a 1-loop determi-
nant factor for each (0, 2) supermultiplet. The detailed expression of a 1-loop determinant varies as
follows, depending on type and representation R of a given (0, 2) multiplet [37, 35].
Zvector = dφ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dφk · (2piη2)k
∏
α∈root
θ1(α(φ))
iη
(3.6)
Zchiral =
∏
ρ∈weight(R)
iη
θ1(ρ(φ) + 2− Jl + 2+ (Jr + JR) + z · F ) (3.7)
ZFermi =
∏
ρ∈weight(R)
θ1(ρ(φ) + 2− Jl + 2+ (Jr + JR) + z · F )
iη
, (3.8)
Here we assume the definition of [23] for the Dedekind eta function η, the Jacobi theta function
θI(z) ≡ θI(τ, z) (I = 1, 2, 3, 4). We collect all 1-loop determinants that correspond to the field
contents of our gauge theory.
Z1−loop = Zvector
∏
chiral
Zchiral
∏
Fermi
ZFermi. (3.9)
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Finally, we integrate over zero modes. [37, 35] showed that the zero mode integral turns into a contour
integral, which needs to be performed along a chosen contour. [37, 35] also found that the integral
contour is properly determined by the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue,
1
|W |
∮
Z1−loop =
1
|W |
∑
φ∗
JK-Resφ∗(Q∗, n)Z1−loop , (3.10)
where φ∗ runs over all existing poles in the integrand Z1−loop. W is the Weyl subgroup of a gauge
group. JK-Res is a linear functional which refers to an auxiliary vector n in the k-dimensional charge
space. Q∗ = (Q1, · · · , Qr) is a set of r ≥ k charge vectors, associated to all hyperplanes intersecting
at φ∗. JK-Resφ∗(Q∗, n) is defined as
JK-Resφ∗(Q∗, n)
dφ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dφr
Qj1(φ−φ∗) · · ·Qjr(φ−φ∗)
=
{
| det(Qj1 , · · · , Qjr)|−1 if n ∈ Cone(Qj1 , · · · , Qjr)
0 otherwise
.
(3.11)
where n has to be generic for JK-Resφ∗(Q∗, η) to be well-defined. In this paper, we only encounter
non-degenerate poles which arise at intersection points of k hyperplanes. One may consult to [35] for
treatment of degenerate poles at which r > k hyperplanes intersect.
One string Following the above instruction, the k = 1 elliptic genus of the gauge theory in Figure 4
is given by the following contour integral.∮
dφ
η3 θ1(2+)
iθ1(1)θ1(2)
·
N∏
i=1
η θ1(φ+ ai +M)
θ1(+ ± (φ− ai)) ·
η2
θ1(−+ ± (2φ+M)) ·
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(φ−ml)
η
(3.12)
where we use the notation θI(a ± b) ≡ θI(a + b) θI(a − b) for brevity. The Weyl group W ⊂ U(1)
is trivial. If we pick an auxiliary charge vector n to be +1, JK-Res corresponds to choose all poles
associated with a positive U(1) charge Q > 0. There are (N + 1) relevant poles
+ + φ− aj = 0 (j = 1, · · · , N), −+ + 2φ+M = 0, (3.13)
whose residues are listed below.
• φ = aj − + (j = 1, · · · , N)
−
N∑
j=1
η−6
∏N+8
l=1 θ1(aj − + −ml)
θ1(1)θ1(2)θ1(2aj − 3+ +M) ·
∏
i 6=j
θ1(ai + aj − + +M)
θ1(aj − ai)θ1(2+ − (aj − ai)) (3.14)
• φ = +−M2 + `I for ` = {0, 12 , 1+τ2 , τ2} (I = 1, 2, 3, 4)
−1
2
η−6
θ1(1)θ1(2)
[∏N+8
l=1 θ1(
+−M
2 −ml)∏N
i=1 θ1(
3+−M
2 − ai)
+ (−1)N
4∑
I=2
∏N+8
l=1 θI(
+−M
2 −ml)∏N
i=1 θI(
3+−M
2 − ai)
]
(3.15)
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Two strings The k = 2 elliptic genus of the gauge theory in Figure 4 can be expressed as∮
dφ1,2
2
−η6θ1(2+)2
θ1(1)2θ1(2)2
∏
i 6=j
θ1(φij)θ1(φij + 2+)
θ1(φij + 1)θ1(φij + 2)
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(φ1,2 −ml)
η2
N∏
i=1
η2θ1(φ1,2 + ai +M)
θ1(+ ± (φ1,2 − ai)) (3.16)
× η
4θ1(− ± (φ1 + φ2 +M))
θ1(−+ ± (φ1 + φ2 +M))θ1(−+ ± (2φ1,2 +M)) .
We adopt the concise notations such as φij ≡ φi−φj , amn ≡ am−an, θI(φi,j+b) ≡ θI(φi+b) θI(φj+b),
θI(am,n + b) ≡ θI(am + b) θI(an + b), θI,J(b) ≡ θI(b) θJ(b). The Weyl group W ⊂ U(2) is Z2. After
picking an auxiliary vector n to be (+1,+1), we collect all contributing residues given as follows.
• (φ1, φ2) = (am − +, an − +) for m 6= n.
∑
m6=n
η4
2θ1(1)2θ1(2)2
η4
θ1(amn ± 1)θ1(amn ± 2)
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(am,n − + −ml)
η2
(3.17)
× θ1(am + an − 2+ ± − +M) θ1(am + an − + +M)
θ1(am + an − 3+ +M) θ1(2am,n − 3+ +M)
N∏
i 6={m,n}
η2θ1(am,n + ai − + +M)
θ1(am,n − ai)θ1(2+ − (am,n − ai))
• (φ1, φ2) = (
+−M
2 + `I , am − +) and (φ1, φ2) = (am − +, +−M2 + `I)
4∑
I=1
N∑
m=1
η4
2θ1(1,2)2
η2 θI(
M−7+
2 + am)
θ1(M − 3+ + 2am)θI(M−5+2 ± − + am)
(3.18)
×
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(−am + + +ml)θI( +−M2 −ml)
η2
N∏
i 6=m
η2 θ1(M − + + am + ai)
θ1(am − ai)θ1(2+ − (am − ai))θI(M−3+2 + ai)
• (φ1, φ2) = (
+−M
2 + `I ,
+−M
2 + `J)∑
(I,J,K)∈S
η4 θK(0)θK(2+)
4θ1(1,2)2θK(1,2)
N∏
i=1
η2
θI,J(
M−3+
2 + ai)
N+8∏
l=1
θI,J(
+−M
2 −ml)
η2
(3.19)
where the summation is taken over the set S = {(1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4), (2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 3), (3, 4, 2)}.
• (φ1, φ2) = (am − +, am − + − 1,2) and (φ1, φ2) = (am − + − 1,2, am − +)∑
m
−η4
θ1(1,2)θ1(21)θ1(2−)
η2
θ1(2am − 3+ − 1 +M) θ1(2am − 3+ − 21 +M) (3.20)
×
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(am − + −ml)θ1(am − + − 1 −ml)
η2
×
N∏
i 6=m
η2θ1(am + ai − + +M)θ1(am + ai − 1 − + +M)
θ1(am − ai)θ1(2+ − (am − ai))θ1(am − ai − 1)θ1(2+ + 1 − (am − ai)) + (1 ↔ 2)
• (φ1, φ2) = (−am + 2+ −M,am − +)∑
m
−η θ1(2+)
2θ1(1,2)
η5
θ1(2am − 3+ − 1,2 +M)θ1(2am − + − 1,2 +M)θ1(2a1 − 3+ +M) (3.21)
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×
N+8∏
l=1
θ1(am − + −ml)θ1(−am + 2+ −M −ml)
η2
N∏
i 6=m
η2
θ1(am − ai)θ1(3+ − (am + ai +M))
• (φ1, φ2) = (
+−M
2 +
1,2
2 + `I ,
+−M
2 − 1,22 + `I)
4∑
I=1
−η4
4θ1(2−)θ1(1,2)θ1(21)
N∏
i=1
η2
θI(
M−−
2 − 2+ + ai) θI(M+−2 − + + ai)
(3.22)
×
N+8∏
l=1
θI(
M+−
2 +ml)θI(
M−−
2 − + +ml)
η2
+ (1 ↔ 2),
3.1 SU(3) instanton strings with 12 flavors
Let us examine the elliptic genera of the UV gauge theory in Figure 4 at N = 3. We first consider the
special limit where + = 0 and a3 = 0. Utilizing the fictitious U(1) symmetry to impose the SU(3)
traceless condition, a3 = 0 implies a1 = −a2 = a. We take a series expansion of the k = 1 elliptic
genus in a, obtaining
a−4 · η
2
θ1(−)2
3θ1(M)θ1(m1) · · · θ1(m11)
2(2pi)4 η12
+ a−2 ·
( ∑
σ∈P1
η2
θ1(−)2
θ
(σ1)
1 (m1) · · · θ(σ11)1 (m11)θ(σ12)1 (M)
2(2pi)4 η12
+
∑
σ∈P2
η2
θ1(−)2
θ
(σ1)
1 (m1) · · · θ(σ11)1 (m11)θ(σ12)1 (M)
4(2pi)4 η12
+
η2
θ1(−)2
3E2 θ1(M)θ1(m1) · · · θ1(m11)
8(2pi)2 η12
)
+O(a0)
(3.23)
where θ
(n)
I (z) ≡ (∂z)nθI(z). P1 and P2 are sets of all possible permutations of {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1}
and {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2} respectively. σi denotes an i’th element of σ. Together with (3.2),
M +
∑11
l=1ml = 0, we conclude that the above expression displays the expected SU(12) symmetry
because it is manifestly invariant under the SU(12) Weyl symmetry which permutes m1, · · · ,m11 and
m12 ≡M .
Now we inspect the series expansion of the elliptic genera by q ≡ e2piiτ up to a certain order,
keeping all the fugacities nonzero. Resulting expressions are written in terms of fugacity variables,
which are defined as
t = e2pii+ , u = e2pii− , yi = e
2piim˜i , y = e2piim, Y = e2piiM , wi = e
2piia˜i , w = e2piia. (3.24)
We take advantage of the fake U(1) symmetry to set w¯ = 0. The equation (3.2) then relates Y to y
such that Y = y¯−11. Looking at the BPS spectrum after q-expansion, we find that the elliptic genera
exhibit the global symmetry enhancement from SU(11)×U(1)F to SU(12). The branching rules, e.g.,
12 −→ 1−11 + 11+1
12 −→ 1+11 + 11−1
143 −→ 10 + 1112 + 11−12 + 1200,
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are used to organize BPS states into SU(12) irreducible representations. For example, the elliptic
genus for k = 1 captures the following spectrum
−t
(1− tu)(1− tu−1)
[
q−1/2 + q1/2 ·
(
t−2χSU(3)8 + t
−1χSU(2)1/2 (u)− t−1
(
χ
SU(3)
3 χ
SU(12)
12
+ χ
SU(3)
3¯
χ
SU(12)
12 )
+ χ
SU(12)
143 + 1 + χ
SU(3)
8 +O(t1)
)
+O(q3/2)
]
. (3.25)
which displays the SU(12) global symmetry. χGR denotes the character of a representation R in a
symmetry group G. We also use the symbol χ
SU(2)
j to denote a spin-j representation of SU(2).
Note that the overall factor t
(1−tu)(1−tu−1) reveals a tower of infinitely many states, carrying different
SO(4)2345 quantum numbers. It reflects the center-of-mass motion of a self-dual string along the
transverse R4. The BPS spectrum (3.25) also shows that a zero-point energy of the left-moving
Hamiltonian HL is −12 . One again observes the SU(12) global symmetry at k = 2,
t2
(1− tu)2(1− tu−1)2
[
q−1 ·
t χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)
(1 + tu−1)(1 + tu)
+ q0 ·
(
t−2χSU(3)8 + t
−1(χSU(2)1/2 (u)− χSU(3)3 χSU(12)12
+ χ
SU(3)
3¯
χ
SU(12)
12
)
+ χ
SU(12)
143 + 1 + χ
SU(3)
8 +O(t1)
)
+O(q1)
]
. (3.26)
The SU(12) symmetry enhancement suggests that the 2d gauge theory in Figure 4 properly describe
self-dual strings of 6d SU(3) SCFT with 12 flavors in the infrared regime.
3.2 SU(2) instanton strings with 10 flavors
Let us consider the elliptic genera for 6d SU(2) self-dual strings. The fictitious U(1) symmetry allows
us to impose the SU(2) traceless condition a¯ = 0, implying a1 = −a2 = a. The equation (3.2) then
links Y to y such that Y = y¯−5.
Recall that the FI deformation gives another description of SU(2) strings, which is the O(k) gauge
theory in Figure 5(a). It has the Sp(1)× SO(20) global symmetry from the beginning. Listing down
all (0, 4) matter contents,
Field Type O(k) Sp(1) SO(20)
(Aµ, λ
α˙A) vector adj − −
(aαβ˙, λ
A
α ) hyper sym − −
(qα˙, ψ
A) hyper k 2 −
(Ξl) Fermi k − 20
one can check that the gauge anomaly is absent: −4(2k − 2) + 4(2k + 2) + 4 − 20 = 0. We expect
the elliptic genera of both gauge theories should be the same, even if U(k) and O(k) theories are
seemingly different. It is because the elliptic genus is insensitive to the FI deformation. Based on the
correspondence between U(k) and O(k) elliptic genera, we expect the SO(20) symmetry enhancement
to hold. As a sample computation, the elliptic genus of O(1) gauge theory can be written as
− η
2
θ1(1,2)
4∑
I=1
η2
θI(+ ± a)
10∏
l=1
θI(ml)
η
(3.27)
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where we tested the agreement with the U(1) elliptic genus
− η
−6
θ1(1,2)
[∏10
l=1 θ1(a− + −ml)
θ1(2a− 3+ +M)
θ1(−+ +M)
θ1(2a)θ1(2+ − 2a) + (±a→ ∓a)
]
− η
−6
θ1(1,2)
4∑
I=1
∏10
l=1 θI(
+−M
2 −ml)
2θI(
3+−M
2 ± a)
(3.28)
by the series expansion up to q3/2 order and also at the point ml = M = + = 0 in all orders of q.
Similarly, we checked that the O(2) elliptic genus agrees with the U(2) elliptic genus (3.16) by the
series expansion up to q2 order. This suggests that that the U(k) gauge theory in Figure 4 at N = 2
is a correct UV description of self-dual strings in 6d SU(2) SCFT with Nf = 10.
Taking advantage of the SO(20)→ SU(10)× U(1)F branching rules, e.g.,
20 −→ 10+1 + 10−1
190 −→ 10 + 45+2 + 45−2 + 990
512 −→ 1+5 + 1−5 + 45−3 + 45+3 + 210−1 + 210+1
512 −→ 10−4 + 10+4 + 120−2 + 120+2 + 2520.
we organize the BPS spectum of self-dual strings into SO(20) irreducible representations. At k = 1,
t
(1− tu)(1− tu−1)
[
q−1/2 +
q1/2 · t2
(1− t2w21)(1− t2w−21 )
(
− χSO(20)
512
χ
SU(2)
1/2 (w1) + χ
SO(20)
512 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t) (3.29)
+ χ
SO(20)
20 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (w1)− χ
SO(20)
20 χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (w1)− χ
SO(20)
190 χ
SU(2)
1 (w1) + χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
+ χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)− χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (w1) + χ
SU(2)
2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (w1)− χSU(2)1 (t)χSU(2)2 (w1)
+ χ
SO(20)
190 χ
SU(2)
1 (t)
)
+O(q3/2)
]
.
Similarly at k = 2, we obtain the following spectrum
t2
(1− tu)2(1− tu−1)2
[ q−1 · t χSU(2)1/2 (t)
(1 + tu−1)(1 + tu)
+
q0 · t2
(1− t2w21)(1− t2w−21 )
(
− χSO(20)
512
χ
SU(2)
1/2 (w1) + χ
SO(20)
512 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)
+ χ
SO(20)
20 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (w1)− χ
SO(20)
20 χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (w1)− χ
SO(20)
190 χ
SU(2)
1 (w1) + χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
+ χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)− χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (w1) + χ
SU(2)
2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (w1)− χSU(2)1 (t)χSU(2)2 (w1)
+ χ
SO(20)
190 χ
SU(2)
1 (t)
)
+O(q1)
]
. (3.30)
4 Muliple M5-branes probing an M9-brane
In this section, we continue our study on the gauge theory elliptic genus. We verify that the 2d gauge
theory in Figure 4 can describe E-strings, by checking the E8 symmetry enhancement in the elliptic
genera. More importantly, we present quiver gauge theories describing chains of strings, which exist on
multiple M5-branes probing an M9-brane. This enables us to study the fully flavored BPS spectrum
of E-string theory with a multi-dimensional tensor branch, refining the result of [26].
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1 D6 1 D6NS5
NS5
O8 + 8 D8’s
NS5
k1 D2’s k2 D2’s
1 D6 NS5
kn D2’s…
Figure 6: IIA brane system which uplifts to E-string theory on multiple M5-branes
E-string theory is a 6d SCFT on M5-branes near an M9-brane. When M5-branes are near an
M9-brane, M2-branes can be suspended between M9- and M5-branes, or between a pair of M5-branes.
These M2-branes induce self-dual strings in E-string theory. If we focus on M2-branes between M9-
and M5-branes, the induced strings enjoy the E8 symmetry of the M9-brane, being called E-strings
[19, 4, 20, 21]. More generally, there arises a chain of self-dual strings which is induced from a generic
configuration of suspended M2-branes.
The IIA brane system in Section 2 can be uplifted in the heterotic M-theory to an M9-brane
intersecting C2/ZN , together with an M5-brane supported at the origin of C2/ZN [9, 38, 10]. At
N = 1, the worldvolume theory on a D6-brane segment becomes E-string theory. This is why we
expect the 2d gauge theory of Figure 4 to be a UV description for E-strings. One can also insert extra
M5-branes at the origin of C2/ZN . It adds extra NS5-branes to the IIA brane set-up. Suppose there
are n M5-branes probing the M9-brane. In the IIA system, we have n parallel NS5-branes separated
from the O8-D8’s along the semi-infinite x6 direction. In between i’th and (i+ 1)th NS5-branes, there
lies a single D6-brane segment on top of which ki D2-branes are placed. See Figure 6. Finite D2-branes
realize a chain of self-dual strings, which appears in E-string theory on many M5-branes.
This system preserves the same (0, 4) SUSY Qα˙A−+ because extra NS5-brane does not break SUSYs.
As each stack of ki D2-branes has a U(ki) gauge symmetry, the full quiver gauge theory has the∏n
a=1 U(ka) gauge symmetry. It also sees a global symmetry U(8)D8 × U(1)A ×
∏n+1
a=1 U(1)Ga , where
U(8)D8 and U(1)Ga correspond to gauge symmetries of the eight D8-branes and the a’th D6-brane.
U(1)A is an extra global symmetry that comes from a flavor symmetry of underlying 6d SCFT. This
theory contains various (0, 4) supermultiplets, being induced from open strings connecting D2’s to
other D2-, D6-, D8-branes. Below we present the table and Figure 7 summarizing the field contents.
adj symm anti
……
U(1)Gn+1U(1)G1 U(1)G2 U(1)Gn
U(8) U(k1)
adj adj
U(k2) U(kn)
Figure 7: UV gauge theory for string chain on multiple M5-branes probing M9-brane
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Field Type G rep. (Qi−1,Qi,Qi+1) U(8)D8 U(1)A
(A
(i)
µ , λα˙A(i) ) vector adji (0, 0, 0) − 0
(a
(i)
αβ˙
, λA(i)α) hyper adji (0, 0, 0) − 0
(q
(i)
α˙ , ψ
A
(i)) hyper ki (0,−1, 0) − 0
(ρ(i)) Fermi ki (0, 0,−1) − 0
(σ(i)) Fermi ki (+1, 0, 0) − 0
(q
(i)
A , ψ
α˙
(i)) twisted hyper (ki,ki+1) (0, 0, 0) − 0
(ψ(i)) Fermi (ki,ki+1) (0, 0, 0) − 0
(Ξl) Fermi k1 (0, 0, 0) 8 0
(ϕA,Φ
α˙) twisted hyper sym1 (0, 0, 0) − +1
(Ψα) Fermi anti1 (0, 0, 0) − +1
(ψ) Fermi k1 Q1 = +1 − +1
Qi denotes the U(1)Gi charge of a given field. There are n sets of vector, hyper, and Fermi multiplets
for each U(ki) gauge group, which are displayed on the first 4 lines. All U(ki)’s except i = 1 carry Fermi
multiplets in the antifundamental representation denoted on the 5th line. Twisted hypermultiplets
and Fermi multiplets on the 6th and 7th lines are bifundamentally charged under U(ki) × U(ki+1).
All remainders are charged only under the U(k1) gauge group, as they are induced from open strings
connecting the first k1 D2-branes to adjacent D-branes.
Many U(1) global symmetries of the above theory produce mixed anomalies with the Abelian
part of gauge symmetry. If one denotes by F1, A, G1, · · · Gn, and F2 respectively, the generators of
U(1)F1 ⊂ U(8), U(1)A, U(1)G1 , · · · , U(1)Gn , U(1)Gn+1 , all non-zero mixed anomalies are given by
Tr (γ3 T
(1)
U(1) F1) = 8, Tr (γ3 T
(1)
U(1)A) = 3, Tr (γ3 T
(1)
U(1)G1) = −3, Tr (γ3 T
(1)
U(1)G2) = 1
Tr (γ3 T
(i)
U(1)Gi−1) = 1, Tr (γ3 T
(i)
U(1)Gi) = −2, Tr (γ3 T
(i)
U(1)Gi+1) = 1 (for 2 ≤ i ≤ R). (4.1)
In a sensible quantum theory, all existing U(1)’s should be free of mixed anomalies. This implies that
all global U(1) symmetries must be locked into three U(1) combinations in the quantum dynamics.
There also exists the fake U(1) symmetry which is generated by
∑n
i=1 T
(i)
U(1) +
∑n
i=1Gi + F2 −A.
The elliptic genera for string chains in E-string theory on multiple M5-branes were studied in [26].
[23, 26] used a different IIA description of E-string theory, which was somewhat similar to Figure 6
while D6 and 12NS5 were absent. Consider n parallel M5-branes near a M9-brane
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M5 • • • • • • − − − −
M9 • • • • • • − • • • •
where the 789 and 10 directions were taken to be R3 × S1r with a radius r. In the 11d limit r → ∞,
E-string theory has the global SO(4)789,10 symmetry which rotates four transverse directions. On
the other hand, the IIA system in [23, 26] was obtained by the r → 0 limit which reduces the
x10 circle. Note that the E8 Wilson line is required to reach the IIA configuration, replacing the
M9 by the O8− and 8 D8 branes. Even though the x10 direction would be decompactified in the
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infrared regime of 2d gauge theory through the following relation g ∝ gs ∝ r → ∞, one could not
capture the SO(4)789,10 flavored spectrum due to a missing Cartan in the IIA set-up. In fact, [23, 26]
computed the SO(3)789 flavored spectrum where SO(3)789 is identified as the diagonal subgroup
SU(2)D ⊂ SU(2)L × SU(2)R = SO(4)789,10. For a single M5-brane, it does not matter because 5d
Sp(1) instanton calculus, which we explain below, shows that the BPS spectrum itself does not include
SU(2)L charged states [39, 34]. SU(2)L charged states begin to appear at n > 1. 5d Sp(n) instanton
calculus tells us that the BPS spectrum would be a product of n Sp(1) partition functions if not refined
with the SU(2)L global symmetry [26], which happens because many BPS states cancel to 0 in the
elliptic genus without SU(2)L refinement. This calls for a new description in which the SO(4)789,10
symmetry is fully visible.
We can instead take the 789 and 10 directions to be Taub-NUT. M5-branes are supported at the
origin of Taub-NUT, which locally looks like R4. The IIA brane set-up in Figure 6 is obtained in the
limit which reduces the Taub-NUT circle. Again, it is required to turn on the E8 Wilson line along a
reduced circle, breaking E8 to SO(16) symmetry. Even though both IIA systems in [26] and Figure 6
reach to the same E-string theory in the strong coupling regime, the IIA system in Figure 6 is more
favorable because it realize both SU(2)L and SU(2)R Cartans as a part of flavor symmetry and the
R-symmetry of 6d (1, 0) SUSY. It makes our 2d gauge theory, introduced in Figure 7, more useful
when we study the fully refined spectrum of E-string theory.
Let us explain how 5d Sp(n) instanton calculus describes E-string theory. If one chooses one of
12345 directions, shared by M5 and M9-branes, to be a circle S1r while keeping 789 and 10 directions
as non-compact R4, the IIA brane system can be obtained by reducing S1r along which the E8 Wilson
line is turned on. M5-branes are mapped to D4-branes. M9-brane is replaced by 8 D8-branes on top of
the O8− plane, carrying the SO(16) symmetry. The low energy dynamics of n D4-branes is described
by 5d Sp(n) gauge theory. It has 8 fundamental and 1 antisymmetric hypermultiplets. A remarkable
fact is that certain 5d gauge theories essentially capture 6d physics by incorporating non-perturbative
objects called instantons [40, 41]. Recall that the low energy dynamics of 5d SYM instantons are
UV-completed as D0-branes on D4-branes in string theory. As D0-branes are Kaluza-Klein momenta
along the M-theory circle, one can interpret 5d SYM instantons as Kaluza-Klein momenta of a circle
compactified 6d SCFT. This relation has been confirmed in certain examples. For example, the
instanton partition function of 5d N = 2 SYM displays the tensor branch spectrum of 6d M-string
theory [32, 17]. Along the same line, the instanton partition function of 5d N = 1 Sp(1) gauge theory
agrees with the tensor branch spectrum of 6d E-string theory on a single M5-brane [34, 23]. One can
surely extend this relation to E-string theory on n M5-branes, obtaining 5d Sp(n) gauge theory on n
D4-branes. The precise relation between the 5d Sp(n) instanton partition function and the 6d tensor
branch spectrum is explained in [23, 26]. We shall refer to [26] when we compare the elliptic genera
of the gauge theory in Figure 7 with the 5d Sp(n) instanton partition function.
Below we are going to compute the elliptic genera of 2d gauge theories in Figure 4 and Figure 7.
The point of this computation is verifying the E8 symmetry enhancement. For the latter case, we
content ourselves with the sample computation at n = 2 which will be compared with the 5d Sp(2)
instanton partition function [34].
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One M5-brane At n = 1, we bring the k = 1 and k = 2 elliptic genera computed in Section 3. One
sets a = 0 using the fake U(1) symmetry, then the equation (3.2) imposes Y = y¯−3.
Taking advantage of the E8 −→ SU(9) branching rules, e.g.,
248 −→ 84+ 84+ 80 (4.2)
3875 −→ 80+ 240+ 240+ 1050+ 1050+ 1215
27000 −→ 1+ 80+ 84+ 84+ 1050+ 1050+ 1215+ 1944
+ 2520+ 2520+ 5346+ 5346+ 5760
30380 −→ 1+ 80+ 84+ 84+ 240+ 240+ 1050+ 1050+ 1215+ 1540+ 1540
+ 3402+ 3402+ 5346+ 5346+ 5760
the BPS spectrum at k = 1 can be organized into E8 representations as follows.
t
(1− tu)(1− tu−1)
[
q−1/2 + q1/2 · (χSU(2)1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u) + χ
E8
248) + q
3/2 ·
(
χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) (4.3)
+ χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)(χ
E8
248 + 1) + χ
E8
3875 + χ
E8
248 + 2
)
+O(q2)
]
Similarly at k = 2, we obtain
t2
(1− tu)2(1− tu−1)2
[
q−1 ·
t χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)
(1 + tu−1)(1 + tu)
+ q0 · (χSU(2)1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u) + χ
E8
248) (4.4)
+ q1 ·
{
3χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) + 3χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u) + 2χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) + χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)
− χSU(2)5/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) + 4χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t) + 4χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u) + χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u) + χ
E8
248
(
2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) + 3χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)
+ χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u) + χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
2 (u) + 2χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)− χ
SU(2)
2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u) + 3χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
)
+ χE83875
(
χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u) + χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)− χ
SU(2)
3/2 (t) + χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
)
+ χE827000 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t) + χ
E8
30380 χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
}
× t
(1 + tu−1)(1 + tu)
+O(q2)
]
.
which shows the E8 flavor symmetry. Note that the U(1)F fugacity y automatically disappears, as
expected from the 5d Sp(1) instanton calculus [39, 34]. These results agree with the elliptic genera
computed from the 2d O(k) gauge theory in Figure 5(b) [23].
Two M5-branes We compute the elliptic genus at k1 = k2 = 1, which can be written as∮
dφ1,2
η6 θ1(2+)
2
θ1(1,2)2
θ1(φ1,2 − a2,1)θ1(φ2 −m9)
∏8
l=1 θ1(φ1 −ml)
η7 θ1(+ ± (φ1,2 − a1,2))
η θ1(φ1 + a1 +M)
θ1(−+ ± (2φ1 +M))
θ1(− ± φ12)
θ1(−+ ± φ12) .
(4.5)
{a1, a2, M, m9} are chemical potentials for global symmetries {U(1)G1 , U(1)G2 , U(1)A, U(1)G3}.
We also denote a U(1)F ⊂ U(8) chemical potential by m, related to U(8) parameters m1, · · · ,m8 by
ml = m˜l +m where
∑8
l=1 m˜l = 0. (4.6)
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One first sets a1 = 0 using the fictitious U(1) symmetry, then locks various U(1)’s to others according
to (4.1). After all, two independent U(1)’s can remain which have no mixed anomaly. This imposes
a1 − 2a2 +m9 = 0, 3M + 8m− 3a1 + a2 = 0. (4.7)
We write down all contributing JK-residues, with the choice of n = (+1,+1), in the following.
• (φ1, φ2) = (a1 − +, a2 − +).
−η−6
θ1(1,2)2
θ1(− ± (a1 − a2)) θ1(a2 −m9 − +)
∏8
l=1 θ1(a1 −ml − +)
θ1(2a1 − 3+ +M) (4.8)
• (φ1, φ2) = (
+−M
2 + `I , a2 − +) for ` = {0, 12 , 1+τ2 , τ2} (I = 1, 2, 3, 4)
η−6θ1(+ + a1 − a2)θ1(+ − a2 +m9)
2θ1(1,2)2
4∑
I=1
sIθI(
M−+
2 − 1,2 + a2)
∏8
l=1 θI(
M−+
2 +ml)
θI(
M−3+
2 + a1)θI(
M−5+
2 + a2)
(4.9)
where the sign factor sI is defined to be s1 = −1 and s2,3,4 = +1.
• (φ1, φ2) = (
+−M
2 + `I ,
3+−M
2 + `I).
−η−6
2θ1(1,2)
4∑
I=1
sIθI(
M−3+
2 +m9)
∏8
l=1 θI(
M−+
2 +ml)
θI(
M−5+
2 + a2)
. (4.10)
The condition (4.7) is translated into a2 =
1
2m9 and M = −83m − 16m9. We also rearrange nine
independent variables m˜1, · · · , m˜7, m, m9 into
m˜l = ml, m˜9 = 2ma, m = ma + 3m (4.11)
in order that the SU(9)×SU(2)L global symmetry becomes manifest. ma and m are chemical potentials
for SU(2)L and U(1) symmetries, where the U(1) appears in the SU(9) symmetry enhancement from
SU(8)× U(1). We denote the corresponding fugacities by ya ≡ e2piima and y ≡ e2piim. Organizing the
spectrum, we use the SU(9) −→ SU(8)× U(1) branching rules, e.g.,
80 −→ 10 + 8+3 + 8−3 + 630
84 −→ 28−2 + 56+1
84 −→ 28+2 + 56−1.
After the SU(9) flavor symmetry enhancement, we observe that the SU(9) further enhances to E8. If
one utilizes the E8 −→ SU(9) branching rules (4.2), q-expansion of the elliptic genus can be written
in terms of E8 characters.
t2
(1− tu)2(1− tu−1)2
[
q−1/2
{
χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)− χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)
}
+ q1/2
{
2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) (4.12)
− χSU(2)1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)− 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)− 2χSU(2)1/2 (t)
− χSU(2)1/2 (u) + χE8248
(− χSU(2)1/2 (u) + χSU(2)1/2 (ya))+ q3/2{χE83875(χSU(2)1/2 (ya)− χSU(2)1/2 (u))+ χE8248(− 2χSU(2)1/2 (t)
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− 2χSU(2)1/2 (u)− 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (ya) + 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
3/2 (ya)
+ 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + 3χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)
− χSU(2)1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (ya) + 7χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)− 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)
− 4χSU(2)1 (t)χSU(2)1/2 (u)− 3χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)
)− 2χSU(2)1/2 (t)χSU(2)1 (u)χSU(2)1 (ya)− 4χSU(2)1/2 (t)
+ 6χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + 3χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)
− 2χSU(2)1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)− 2χ
SU(2)
1/2 (u)χ
SU(2)
1 (ya) + 3χ
SU(2)
1 (u)χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya)
+ 6χ
SU(2)
1/2 (ya) + χ
SU(2)
3/2 (ya)− 4χ
SU(2)
1/2 (t)χ
SU(2)
1 (u)− 4χSU(2)1 (t)χSU(2)1/2 (u)− 3χ
SU(2)
1 (t)χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)
− 7χSU(2)1/2 (u)− 2χ
SU(2)
3/2 (u)
}
+O(q2)
]
(4.13)
We checked that it agrees with 5d Sp(2) instanton partition function [34].
5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we studied those 6d SU(3) and SU(2) SCFTs which can be Higgsed to M-string theory
and E-string theory. We constructed the anomaly-free 2d (0, 4) gauge theories for self-dual strings,
inspired from the ADHM construction. This issue is closely related to finding a proper UV completion
of the non-linear sigma model which governs the low energy dynamics of instanton string solitons in
6d effective SYM. Our 2d consistent gauge theories capture the global symmetries of self-dual strings
in the IR limit, implying that they provide a UV description for 6d instanton strings.
Similar to the E-string case, it would be interesting to check our results for SU(2) and SU(3)
independently, for example, by considering the instanton partition function of the dual 5d theories
obtained after the circle compactification [42, 43].
Our analysis can be applied to other 6d SCFTs and little string theories, which contains 6d super-
symmetric gauge theory as effective descriptions in tensor branch. The 2d elliptic genus calculation
can be an interesting starting point for understanding the index function of the 6d (1, 0) SCFTs on
S1 × S5. We hope to come back to these issues in near future.
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